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The crilorion for stability has been derived by an examination of the 
stability of the basic How to arbitrary perturbations. It has been 
proved by variational method that the system is always unstable under 
nori-Hymmetric perturbations The characteristic o(piation has boon 
derived for asymmetric perturbations and the minimum field strength re­
quired to stabilize the sj^stem against axisymmetric perturbations has 
been obtained by using the theory of finite Hanhel transforms The 
perturbation equations have been solved undm* the iilam^  laj^ er approxi­
mations, when the cylinders are counter rotating or rotating with gri'atJy 
differing angular velocities
1. Inteoduotion
The stability of non-dissipative Couette flow with an axial magnetic field, in 
which the boundaries are two coaxial cylinders and the basic flow is circular and the 
effects of viscosity and resistivity are negligible, was considered by Chandrasekhar. 
(19G0a). He established the criterion for stability by examining the stability of 
basic flow for arbitrary perturbations. Analysing the disturbance into normal 
modes ho obtained the solutions of the perturbation equations, whose dependence 
on i, 0 and ? is given by, exp[i{pt-\-mO-V^^)]t where jo is a constant (which can be 
complex), m is an integer (positive, zero or negative), and k is the wave number of 
the disturbance in the z-direction. The nonmagnetic case {m ^  0) has boon exami­
ned by Chandrasekhar (1960b). In tliis paper the stability has been examined for 
general values of m by using a variational method of Chandrasekhar (1960b) 
and also by solving the perturbation equations by means of finite Hankel trans­
forms (Sneddon 1961). The precise stability criterion has also been derived for 
axis3rmmetric perturbations. Further the perturbation equations have been 
solved under the narrow gap approximations when the cylinders are countei- 
rotating or rotating with greatly differing angular velocities.
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2 .  Equations of the Problem
Tho porturbaiion equations are (Chandrasekliar 1961, p 395 equations (4.4),
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(4.7))
( 2  0  2 \ 4Q2q ^2 \ 2mo-Q w)(r  == D0.+  -  ,
(1)
(2)
with the boundary conditions
ir =  0 for r =  El and i?2- (3)
A useful relation in this connection is (Chandrasekhar 1961, p 385 equation (4.0)) 
(cr2— =  ikZ>, ... (4)
In tho above equations all tho notations used have their usual meaning as des­
cribed in Chandrasekhar’s above (paper pp. 384-5)
Chandrasekhar has stated that equations (1) and (2) represent a self-adjoint 
system with respect to the boundary conditions (3) and that in consequence its 
solution can bo reduced to a variational problem. Indeed, by tho same procedure 
as followed by Chandrasekhar (1960b) it is easy to verify that for fixed p and m, 
this can be regarded as a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem for P  and can bo 
determined by variational methods as the ratio of two integi'als.
Thus,
y 'r ^ t g L .  t i , 1 ],.^ ,.
- P  =  :
Ry
dr
where
/(<r) =  <T*-<r*(^+2n^«)+n/{vS+n^*-4£i2),
Further, putting the value of Z> from (4) in (1), (2) and (6), we obtain
nA  -  D[(o-2-Q^3)^,]+2m(r -
and - j T  =
i?2.
. ', b
-/(O')
-H a* =  T*- (say). ■*2
(6)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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Now we shall show that this equation also provides the basis for a variational 
determination of fc* for assigned values of the other parameters.
First, it should be remarked that in evaluating in accordance with (9), 
it is to be assumed that is determined in terms of by equation (8) and that 
an “ allowed” accordingly satisfies the boundary conditions
=  0 for r =  and ... (10)
Now consider the effect on of the arbitrary variation in iz compatible 
with the boundary conditions (10). If S^ r denotes the corresponding variation 
in then by (8)
and Sir — 0 for r =  and i2a- 
From equation (9) it follows that
whore
and
S I ,  =  2*/ f fr«lr+(<7^-L (7*—
■B2 frZ_0^2
SI, =  2 S
Ri ^
^A^^Mzlrdr
are the variations in 7^  and resulting from the variatiojis in iz- 
The terms in Sir in the expression (13) for SI^  are the same as
After an integration by parts (16) can be rewritten as
The first order change in fc* resulting from the variation in is, therefore, 
2fc> !*•(.  I
m
m w  =  2 l - { 4
+  : 2_ n  .2 o~Sk^ir^+kh{<r^-QA^)^,Siz
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
{<t^ -Q a )^^ 2S^ z] dr.
So that
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op J?j r 7
■*2 Vii'- ^
+ y  (cr'“-12^»)f,] Si, dr.
CojiHuquoiilly, --  0 for an iu bii-riiry vurjatioii 6iz comjjatible with the 
boundary conditions (10) if
(17)
Coimirsoly, wlienovcr equation (17) is satisfied (W — 0. But equation (17) 
is the saiuo as equation (7). Therefore, solving the characteristic value i>roblera 
presented by (7), (S) and (9) is equivalent to finding a maximum or minimum of= 2  [ (18)
for given
-^ 3 Aif
(19)
for arbitrary variation subject only to the boundary conditions (10) and the 
ratio /j//^  all such a maximum or a minimum is a characlieristic of k^ .
From (5) it is clear that for real o"( — p-\-mQ.) such that /(o') ^  0, k^  cannot 
admit a positive characteristic value. Also, from (9), for real values of a such 
that/(<j) <  0, cannot admit a positive characteristic value. 'Therefore, for all 
real values of cr, 1c- cannot admit a positive characteristic value. For real p ’s 
the characteristic values of k are necessarily imaginary Therefore, for real 
/c’s, p must necessarily be eomplox; and this moans instability.
In case ~  0, i.e., in the corresponding nonmagnetic problem considered 
by Chandrasekhar (1960b),
/(o-) =  crV -<S)- (20)
So tiiat/(<r) >  0 for real values of cr, if 0 <  0 Hence, as discussed in the above, 
(5) loads to a criterion of instability. But for positive values ofi^  such that cr^  <  0, 
/(cr) <  0 and by (9) the system is again unstable. This contradicts the conclusion 
derived by Chandrasekhar (1900b) that for <r^  <  0, (0 being eveiywhere positive), 
system is stable. The reason for the same is obvious. For, if 0 >  0 such that
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 ^ numerator on the right of (6) 1b not necessarily negative
due to the presence of the factor involving w. The oharacteristio values of h 
should therefore be determined from (9) whenever /(u) <  0. The above results 
are of very general nature and to have a precise criterion for stability we have to 
proceed otherwise.
3. Solution  of the  P brtuebation  E quations 
E liminating co between (1) and (2), we get
where
2w®
. . .  (21)
P _  1  . _  ?m o ^  1  _____
and
Q =
2m^ 2wi(rn(—
"T"r((r2— \ ^dr
m a{-m^+r^k^)
4mV2Q2 ( ,,  ^ [m^+W^)
Now, applying the transformation
r^ =  i7rOxp[ U ( l - - P 0 y ]
the equation (21) transforms into
/ da 1 d M  / ^
( d ^ + T d r - r s ) ’ '  =  »W^"
where
?(>■) =
Then multiplying both sides of (23) by
r C ^ m  =  r[/i(rfi)ri(i22^f)-Ji(ii:2^i)Pi(r£<)]
where is a root of the transcendental equation
(22)
(23)
(24)
(26)
(26)
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and integrating with respect to r from to B  ^we get
rd2J
lii
 ’’ [ ,g i '^ r + ~ ^ V r - ^ iV r \  C,{r f,)dr.
=== J rg{r)C^{r^i)')]rdr.
Hi
Following Sneddon (1951, jj. 90, eq (74)) this reduces to
(27)
I [^i’^ +ff(r)]rOi(r^i)^rdr 0. 
lii
(28)
As this is true for arbitrary porLurbations 7jr> we must have
h^-\-g{r)==0. ... (29)
This is the required characteristic equation.
Stability for symmetric perturhatioiis : When m =  0, the equation (21) 
governing ir reduces to
(30)
where K  =
This cas(' has been explored by Chandrasekhar (1961, p. 389). Ho has derived the 
criterion that in the limit of zero magnetic field, a sulfioient condition for stability 
is that the angular sijeed, 1121, is a monotonic increasing function of r. At the 
same time, aiiy adverse gradient (jf angular vcloeiiy can be stabilized by a magnetic 
field of sulfioient strength. In the following lines we shall obtain the minimum 
field strenglh required to stabilize the system.
Tn this case the characteristic equation (29) reduces to
So that
iiA ~  ■ 2 (f(2+F) ^ •
(31)
For stability it is necessary that
P
Therefore, for stability we must have
k [(7r20a4.i6Q^2£22(^^2_^P))i_^j. (32)
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This is equivalent to
Qa^ > (4t22~^).
Thus
^  ____ a®
4t2*-0 (1 -7f)^oii^
where k ~  ajd, d =  —-^i.^ =  EJR^ and at are the zeros of
-  •^ i(a) r  lio^ v) ■
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(33)
(34)
(36)
The behaviours of A for the first mode of stability {i ~  \,7j =  Oy 0.5) are shown 
in figure 1.
MODE OF STABILITY (  A. s  I J
4. P lane Layer  Approximation
As pointed out by Edmonds (1958) that when the cylinders are counter­
rotating or rotating with greatly differing angular velocities, it is desirable to
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take some account of the variation of V{r) with r. A better set of approxima­
tions are (Edmonds 1958, p 33 equation (39)) :
and
£2,[l+a(2-,) ( )]
... (36)
where d — i?a—-Ri C  i(i2a+i2i) =  i^ o, a =  fi—l, fi — V =
instead of approximations used by Chandrasekhar (1961 p. 391 equation (89)). 
With the above approximations the equations (30) governing fr reduces to
where
(DHa+>ff^+r^2)fr =  0. ... (37)
a =  -“ V {  } .
K l4 T i)+
and —
The equation (37) by a simple change of variable reduces to the well-known con­
fluent hypergeometrio equation
(D 2-lza+v+i)^ ,=:=0,
whore a =  V2e-“ V '*(£+ /?/2r) and v+\ =  
The boundary conditions require
(39)
and z =  ri/V 2e-l* ’^(l+/ff/2r) -  2^-
(40)
(41)
The solutions of the equation (34) can be expressed in terms of the parabolic cy­
linder functions (Erd^lyi 1953, p. 117) in the form
=  A2)v(2!)+J5D_v_i(iz). ... (42)
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The boundary conditiona, then, require
s D_p_i{iZ2) D-.v-.i{iZi)
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(43)
In the following lines we shall try to establish the above {z^ , Sg)-relationship.
The aohUions of (42)
Using the relation (Erd61jd 1953, p. 122)) for large values
of \z\, <  argz <  3/4;r, the equation (43) takes the form
=  1.
So that
^ \ l ___2,2? 2 f l  
2l L
. __bl. 1 = 12(2i/+l) J
where terms of the second and higher orders of J) neglected.
Thus the (2j, Sg)-relationship is determined from the cubic equation 
Sa“-[2(2r+l)H-2i2]^a+2(2H--l)2, -  0.
The solutions of this equation are given by
2i =  2a
and ZjZ^  =  4 r+ 2 —Sg®.
Using the transformations
2i =  '\/2i/+l X and gg — V ^ r+ l y, 
the above equations transform into
y =  x
and yi-\-xy—2 — 0.
The former equation represents a straight line passing through the origin and in­
clined at an angle w/4 to the a-axis while the latter represents a hyperbola having 
origin as its centre, the axis being inclined at an angle Stt/S to the a;-axiB, the axes 
being of lengths 2(-\/2—1)* and 2(-\/2+l)* and the asjnnptotes are y =  0 and 
x-{-y =  0. The (*, 2/)-relationship, thus, determined is shown in the figure 2, 
Now, (40) and (41) give
1 =
r  «2 -« i ’
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
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F I 6 . 2 .  T H E  SOLUTIONS OF ?^ ,C -V O
Subsliituiiug tho value of fijy from (38) we see that the eigenvalues are given by
_______ 7 i _ ______ 1 __ ... (49)
whore and a-re determined by (45) through (46) and (47).
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